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Custom Portrait Session 
At Dean Thomas Photography we do not believe that a  person’s idea of the ultimate portrait should be influenced  

by price.  Therefore, we have only one session fee to cover any location (within Orange County) whether in the 
studio or at a special location. 

$149.00 

* Prices for other locations quoted on an individual basis. 
  **If you know you are planning on placing a large order you can pre-pay $500 and the entire amount is credited 

to your order!  That’s a $649 value!!  **

Digital Only Session 
If you would like only digital files and are not the kind to hang prints on your walls, the our digital session may be 

for you.  You get our complete portrait session, just like above AND ALL the digital files from the session and 
rights to print or publish them.  We ALSO fully retouch your 5 favorite portraits and prep them just as if we were 

making one of our Florentine Portraits. 

$495.00 
(No sales tax on files that are emailed or DropBoxed to you)

Florentine Portraits 
Our Florentine portraits are our most popular portraits and they are already a cut above the rest. They offer the 
finest in both materials and craftsmanship, plus all the benefits of our complete retouching* services, without 
“breaking-the-bank”. 

8 Wallets	 $50.00 (See Notes)		 16x20	 	 $250.00 
4x6	 	 $20.00 (See Notes)		 20x24		 $375.00 
5x7	 	 $30.00 (See Notes)		 24x30		 $525.00 
8x10	 	 $60.00	 	 	 30x40		 $675.00 
11x14	 	 $125.00	 	 	 40x60	 $1050.00



Satin Portrait Prices (economy) 
Sold by the full unit only, our Satin portraits are printed using the same professional materials as our Florentine 
portraits.  There are 2 main differences: 1) Satin prints DO NOT have protective coatings and ARE NOT mounted.  
We also do ONLY MINIMAL retouching on these portraits.  Custom retouching services are quoted for an 
additional rate. 

1 – Unit	 	 $50.00 

A unit can be either: 
1 – 8X10	 or	 2 – 5X7’s	 or	 4 – 4X5’s	 or	 8 - Wallets 

Canvas Portraits 
Printed in either a traditional canvas style, or as a canvas “wrap”. The traditional canvas offers a rich blend of 
photo-graphic clarity and “old world” elegance whereas the “wrap” is perfect for that “upscale casual” look. 

5x7	 	 N/A 	 	 	 20x24		 $550.00 
8x10	 	 $150.00	 	 24x30		 $725.00 
11x14	 	 $250.00	 	 30x40		 $900.00 
16x20	 	 $400.00	 	 40x60	 $1275.00 

NOTES: 

*  Florentine prints smaller than an 8X10 are either mounted or not mounted at our clients 
requests.  We find that our clients often put these smaller prints into frames that may or may 
not accommodate the additional thickness of mounting. 

* Florentine WALLET SIZE prints CANNOT BE MOUNTED.  They will be coated and 
retouched but mounting is not part of the normal process for them. 

PLEASE ALSO NOTE:  This is only a partial price list.  Due to the custom nature of our 
business we offer a very wide variety of printing, mounting/finishing, and framing services.  We 
ALSO OFFER SPECIAL PRICING based on the particulars of your order.  We always take into 
consideration a variety of factors when giving you final pricing on your order.  THAT SAID, 
these are the prices we start with!  PLEASE feel free to call us with any questions you may 
have. 

Sincerely - Dean Thomas


